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Recap…
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Sharing: the central principle of Research Collaboration

• Scholars have shared 

various versions of 

their scholarly articles 

with their colleagues 

in specific journals.

Online versions and online 

distribution makes it much 

easier to share scholarly 

articles.

Publishers are committed to 

expanding the ways that 

researchers can encage in 

responsible sharing and 

collaboration

• Digital change has tremendously changed the way scientists are sharing 

their work and building relationships. 
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The emergence of online platforms that allow researchers 

to develop and maintain professional relationships

Enabling:

o Discussion or exchange of research and information

o Sharing of research results, articles and data
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Quick Question

• How many people have used one of the SCNs?

• What are your views on their function?
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Publishers are supporting this new way of sharing

……. While maintaining the value of peer reviewed 
publications
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The role of scholarly publishers 

Scholarly publishers adjust and broaden their activities in the changing world of

research and handle all aspects of the publication process:

archiving 
editorial/peer

review management
composition/

tagging
online distribution 

codingroom for

collaboration
up-to-date tools

SEO

Search engine optimization
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Business models of scholarly publishers 

These activities require income, therefore …

- … publishers want to encourage use of SCNs without endangering their 

own ability to provide and maintain valuable publications

- … the present ambiguous situation with distribution and access to 

licensed (subscription) content on such networks needs to be 

simplified for all parties

- … unfettered access to the publisher version of record can cause harm 

unless the article is published gold open access (CC BY)
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Elsevier’s approach to enabling scholarly sharing 

Researchers can share at each stage of the publication process:



About STM

• STM is the leading global trade association for 

academic and professional publishers. 

• It has over 120 members in 21 countries who 

each year collectively publish nearly 66% of all 

journal articles and tens of thousands of 

monographs and reference works. 

• STM members include learned societies, 

university presses, private companies, new 

starts and established players.



The SCN project

• STM assembled a working group in September 2014 to examine the 

current landscape of article sharing via SCNs and publishers’ role in this 

ecosystem

• 10 publishers (profit & not-for-profit), some of whom owned or 

interacted with SCNs, participated in the working group

• Voluntary principles for article sharing on scholarly collaboration 

networks were drafted



www.howcanishareit.com
The new home of scholarly sharing principles

http://www.howcanishareit.com/


Which tools and services are offered?

Can I Share It? How Can I Share It? Where Can I Share It?



What is the website for?

www.howcanishareit.com can help researchers… 

– … get the most out of scholarly sharing

– … find relevant information and practical tools to clarify how and 

where they can share their research articles

– … discover how sharing can be simple and seamless and enhance 

scholarly collaboration
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Activity 1

The emergence of new players, tools and platforms has 

also raised questions and uncertainties and has further 

complicated the discovery journal articles.

We would like to ask you to think through and share with

us your ideas about how you and your users will

navigate this more complex landscape!

Split into four groups and consider the following question within your particular 

group:

1. What are the different methods you use to find journal articles?

2. How do you share articles with colleagues?

3. What problems do you find in accessing journal articles?

4. Do you understand the different policies and license options surrounding use 

of scholarly material?

Regroup and discuss your findings…



Feedback Session

• Given the overview of the SCN Project, 

what are your views on:

– The idea of enabling sustainable sharing

– If this is not supported by some SCNs, should they 

support it?

– If SCNs did not agree to these principles, would you 

still use them?

– Are guidelines needed?


